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Letter from the Editor

 During the last month much has happened 
to the staff here at compound. We haven’t been 
shot though, so...that still leaves room for im-
provement.

 Due to an issue with downtime and other 
things, we changed our blog address (available 
below). Though it doesn’t matter so much now as 
we are just starting, please follow us on twitter to 
get any updates about site changes, down time, 
among other things like what is going on with the 
blog and from time to time personal staff updates.

We hope to move over to a new domain soon, so 
make sure to check back regularly or follow us on 
twitter to get that new website URL.

 I’d like to make an apology to Catalina 
Gonazales, I missed the error in which her name 
was not added to the article she did titled, “Music, 
Ass and...titties?” in our last issue. She under-
stands, hopefully.

 We’ve added two new columnists since 
our last issue so we are growing and all thanks to 
you for sending in your ideas and request to our 
email address.  For telling your friends and family. 
We still have room for more columnists and are 
always on the look out for artists and photogra-
phers for our cover page and for out section pages.

Thank you again
Amber Noelle
EDITOR

http://compoundmag.wordpress.com/
http://www.twitter.com/compoundmag

compoundmag@gmail.com
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Mysti Mayhem
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EDITOR’S CHOICE :MYSTI MAYHEM



 Endorsed by Epiphone Guitars, singer/Guitarist/Composer  
Mysti Mayhem has five released albums, the most recent being Di-
versity, a $50,000 fan funded album via German label Sellaband.
 She has performed with Mike Farris (Screamin Cheetah 
Wheelies), Damon Johnson (Brother Cain), Tenacious D, and High-
way 101 and performed in London, Amsterdam, Portugal, and 
throughout the United States. 

You can watch her every Monday at:

http://www.blogtv.com/people/mystimayhem.
Additionally you can visit her youtube channel at:

http://www.youtube.com/mystimayhem.
or her myspace page:

http://www.myspace.com/mystimayhem

Sounds like: Oldtime soul meets country white girl

Comments: I’ve been lstening to Mysti for a while, she has an amazing voice  and she works hard to 
put herself out there. Visit the links provided to listen to some of her music and support her.

Favorite Songs: “Figured Out Your Game” and “Boxcars and Wine”

EDITOR’S CHOICE
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Y“God, What a Bunch of   Self-Absorbed, Apathetic Assholes”

GENERATION:
By: Kari Waters

 A friend of mine recently 
asked me if I would be interested 
in contributing to her fledgling 
magazine. My initial reaction was 
excitement; my mind whirred with 
ideas for articles, with suggestions 
about how to get this thing off the 
ground, with delusions of grandeur. 
Ten minutes after our conversation 
ended, I was logging onto Facebook 
for approximately the six-hundredth 
time of the day and wondering 
whether or not I should re-watch 
every season of 30 Rock on Netflix. 
So what happened? Where did that 
motivation go? Did I suddenly 
decide that the magazine was a bad 
idea? 
Nope. 
Did I conjure up a repressed mem-
ory of my friend bitch-slapping me 
and realize that I hated her guts? 
No. 
So what was it that made me com-
pletely push the idea from my mind 
and focus on whatever inane activ-
ity I could find to do instead?
I’m beginning to wonder if my gen-
eration is simply too self-absorbed 
and apathetic to get anything ac-
complished. Let’s think about this. 
Our generation has instant access 
to, well, you name it: news, enter-
tainment, information, socializa-
tion. Everything is right there at our 
fingertips. 

 You would think that we could 
really make a difference. Hell, you 
would think we could at least bother to 
do some half-assed research and pro-
duce a hastily-written magazine article 
when it’s asked of us. Instead, it seems 
like ours is a generation of excuses and 
procrastination.
 Now, I know it seems that I’m 
primarily writing about myself. “Hey,” 
you might say, “just because you’re a 
lazy bitch doesn’t mean that I am. You 
can’t speak for an entire generation.” 
And you know what? You’re right. I 
can’t speak for all the Gen Y-ers out 
there. But I’m entitled to my opinion, 
it’s a free country, etc., etc., etc. 
 Let’s reflect on a few things, 
shall we?
 We’ve all endured the mighty 
recession, yes? We’ve all moaned 
about how we couldn’t find jobs and 
whined about being poor and blamed 
the world for our misfortunes. Hell, I 
know I did my fair share of complain-
ing. But guess what? This isn’t the first 
time the country has been in the shitter. 
Remember the Great Depression? You 
know, when being poor meant liter-
ally having no money, no food, and 
no shelter for some people? Come on, 
guys. What’s the last thing you did 
without because you were “poor?” A 
cappuccino? Some trendy sunglasses? 
Eh, I’m not going to be too hard on 
you—I’m sure you’ve had it rough; 
I’m sure I just don’t understand.   
Anyhow, what happened with that last 
recession? People found a way. 
 Entrepreneurs were born. 

 Shit got done. What’s hap-
pened with us? Well, we went to 
grad school. To pursue MFAs or 
write theses on, I don’t know— how 
the size of Shakespeare’s penis in-
fluenced the life-spans of his charac-
ters or something.
 We seem to be spending 
our time doing the most mindless, 
narcissistic, and unproductive things 
imaginable. Think about it: you have 
friends who haven’t had time to file 
their taxes, have been pursuing that 
undergraduate degree in Philoso-
phy for twelve years, and have far 
too much going on in their lives to 
attend an important event; yet, they 
have the time to update their Twit-
ter accounts every 30 seconds with 
profound statements like, “LOL just 
ate pancakes YuM sO gOoD!!!1 ;)” 
(and just so you know, I think I died 
a little inside from writing that). 
 That friend who couldn’t 
make it to your first-born’s baptism? 
Yeah, she just posted a video on 
YouTube of her cat covering up

“LOL just ate 
pancakes 
YuM sO 

gOoD!!!1”
continued on page 228



Are you interested in
 responding to an article or

 creating an article for 
Compound Magazine? 

We are accepting freelance work
 including (but not limited to):

Art
Photography

Writing
Poetry

We are also open to bringing in new columnists  and 

promoting independent artist and musicians.

For more information, visit our 
website or contact us at :

compoundmag@gmail.com



GENDER MATTERS
gender, sex, sexuality and everything in between.

by Amber-Noelle
“The Problem with ‘GIRL GAMERS’”

A representation of the
 girl gaming community. 
70%  players who care about 
gaming and 30%  who hype 
up the fact they are female for 
kudos or attention.

The need to identify with something, anything, has driven many    
    groups and added many members to nameless organizations and 
        rallies. For me, identity has always been a struggle. First, as the 
           first and only daughter of immigrants I struggled with my race. 
               Am I black? Am I mixed? Am I Other? I never felt like any of 
                  these, but I knew I was all of these. Then I struggled with 
                     my sexuality. Am I Straight? Am I bi? Am I gay? And 
                        now I’ve recently struggled with the idea of calling my
                           self a female. There’s no getting around it, I have a 
                              vagina, but calling myself female and being ad-
                                  dressed as “Ma’am” sometimes bothers me for 
                                      reasons I can’t yet explain. Identity is some
                                         thing that has been fluid enough with me 
                                             that I stopped labeling myself, I stopped 
                                               turning myself into a group. 
    The internet was my mechanism of cop-                 
                                           ing with this inability to define a stable        
                                        “something,” and through that birthed the 
                                  one thing, the one  identity that has stayed stable 
                              throughout my  twenty-three years of life; 

                     I am a gamer. 

 Recently, I’ve found myself 
curious about a group of individuals 
who proudly proclaim themselves as 
“girl gamers.”Surely I must be one 
of these “girl gamers” because I am 
female and I enjoy playing games, 
right? Wrong.  
 I’ve joined online communi-
ties and even browsed a few articles 
and clan sites and what I found is that 
I am not a girl gamer. Girl gamers irk 
me. It’s nice to see women as fasci-
nated with and enjoying a hobby that 
has been, and still is, predominantly a 
male pursuit simply because, at least 
in the FPS world, it’s hard to come by.   
Even though females now make up 
close to 40% of online gamers, where 
the break down of those percentages 
lie is hard to tell.  
 Either way, the things I’ve 
found in conjunction with my own 
history of interacting with the gaming 
community has fueled this article.

 The Question is, “Is being 
a female gamer the same as being 
a ‘girl gamer’?” Is being a female 
who plays games the same as being 
a “girl gamer?” I say no. There is a 
distinct, however small it may be, 
difference. 
 I’ve thought about and tried 
to place into a coherent essay what 
exactly it means to be a girl gamer 
and how stupid that idea is, but no 
matter how hard I try it seems to 
escape me. I feel as though, as a 
female, I should be condoning and 
doing my best to help other female 
gamers but at the same time the only 
loyalty I have is to myself and my-
self completely hates everything that 
“girl gamers” stand for.
 If you are finding it hard to 
distinguish a “girl gamer,” “gamer 
girl” or however you want to phrase 
it, from a female who plays games 
let me break it down for you.10

MY MOST PLAYED GAME?



 Girl gamers are the kind of 
girls that have names like “SweET-
barbieDollXxx” who complain about 
getting kicked or treated badly be-
cause of the inherent “girls can’t 
game” attitude that many male players 
have.  
 They complain about guys 
who immediately pick them out as a 
girl and want to hit on them or treat 
them differently than other players 
by following them around ,trying to 
talk to them or go out of their way to 
protect, or as I like to call it “ruining 
my gaming experience by not letting 
me game”, them from harm. 
 Girl gamers join all girl clans, 
boards and groups and while it’s nice 
to see that women have that support, 
they have to realize that separation 
isn’t acceptance. 
 The thing I hate about “girl 
gamers” is that their gender is explic-
itly a part of their identity as a gamer. 
They can’t be a person who enjoys 
playing FPS’s who is also a girl they 
have to be a girl who plays FPS’s. It’s 
a small change in wording that reflects 
a large difference in the way I think 
versus how a girl gamer thing.
  If you are out to change the 
idea of who girls who play games  
might be, separating yourself from the 
general population and joining groups 
where your gender is an inert part 
of what makes the group operate is 
not the way to do that. You can’t say 
“Stop treating me different because 
I’m a girl,” while being in a girls 
only group, wearing tags that are like: 
[BaV] (boobs and vagina) or [MEN-
SUS] (menstruation).
 Another thing I don’t like 
about “Girl gamers” is that they seem 
out to prove something, to destroy the 
stereotype of girls who play games 
but what they don’t realize is that they 
are only helping that stereotype. I’ve 
changed so many opinions about this 
subject just by letting my guns do the 
talking. There is no need to talk shit if 
your guns do all the talking. No need 
to be constantly out to prove some-
thing if the only proof you need is a 
score count or a health bar. 

continued on page 14

Image by fiztheancient at
http://fiztheancient.deviantart.com/
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 Am I saying that if you are 
a girl and play games you should 
keep it to yourself and pretend you 
don’t have a vagina or boobs for 
the few minutes or hours you are 
playing? No, I’m saying if you are 
female and you don’t like being 
hit on or being treated differently, 
don’t pick a name that increases 
the chances of you having some-
thing you don’t want.
 Don’t put yourself in an 
avoidable situation because you 
want to assert your gender identity 
in the hopes of “proving” some-
thing. 
 You should be able to 
chose whatever name you want 
but as a gamer you should be 
aware that choosing a name like 
“JennifrmthaBlock69” is going 
to get more of the negative than a 
girl who has a name like “Apol-
loRising” or even “TraynCrazh.” 
 Joining a groups of male 
players who believe that females 
can’t play and are there only play 
to pick up guys, or something 
of that nature, with a name that 
screams “I’M A GIRL” is coun-
terproductive. 
 From the second you’ve 
joined they have already formed 
an opinion about how you play 
and how you act and they will 
look for any reason to prove their 
pre conceived notion right and 
pick on you or follow you around 
or hit on you or any of the other 
common complaints of girl gam-
ers. 
 Male players are just as 
much as fault as female players 
but in order to fix  an issue you 
must first fix what you yourself 
can control. I can control how 
I come across on first meeting. 
I can control how well I play. I 
can control whether or not I let 
someone know I am female. I can 
control the reasons I game in the 
first place. 

 Yes, the idea that girl 
gamers don’t play as well as men 
is an antiquated view, but joining 
a game filled with players whose 
skill levels differ with a name that 
screams “I’M A GIRL” and the 
intention of proving something, 
only sets yourself up for failure. 
There are players, both male and 
female, that don’t have the same 
skill level as some of the top 
gamers just as there are females 
who play better than some of their 
male peers.
 It’s one thing to be proud 
of who you are and bring that into 
everything you do, but it’s an-
other to use who you are to make 
others proud of what you do. By 
saying “Hey, I’m a girl and I play 
games”, immediately, to me, it 
sounds like the gaming commu-
nity OWES you something for just 
being a girl who plays, and we 
don’t. 
 It’s one thing to incorpo-
rate an aspect of your character 
into your gaming persona, but 
it’s another to make that the only 
“selling point,” if you will, of you 
as a gamer; It’s exploitation and 
it paints an ugly picture of who 
female gamers are.

“Girl gamers seem to 
seek the approval of 

male gamers by hyping 
up the fact that they are 

female.”

GENDER MATTERS

What I can’t control is how other 
players will react. What I can’t 
control is the ideas that other play-
ers have about me just because of 
my gender.

(EXHIBIT A)

GAMER:

GIRL GAMER:

As you can see, compared to the 
regular gamer (of both genders) the 
“Girl Gamer” is more interested in 
showing her sexual/ feminine at-

tributes and playing up her “beauty” 
combined with the amount of game 
related parephenailia instead of her 
actual game knowledge and skills.

Notice she isn’t actually playing anything

Notice the intense expressions on their 
faces as they concentrate on the game
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 At the end of it all gaming 
should be about fun, not proving 
something. Not making some po-
litical or social statement. People 
come to online gaming to escape 
that and while that is a very hard 
thing to do with all the racism, 
sexism and homophobia (not to 
mention anti-semitism) there are 
things female games can do to 
lessen their role in this continuous 
cycle.  
 Gaming is about ripping 
faces and smashing skulls with 
frying pans. 
Screaming, with your name or text 
chat, “GIRLS ARE BETTER 
THAN BOYS!” or “YOU GOT 
OWNED BY A GIRL!” just re-
inforces the idea within the other 
players and myself that somehow 
because I am female I am less 
than a male and any male should 
feel shame when I one up them 
or that I should feel like less of a 
gamer when they one up me.
 I spoke to a friend that 
said, “You don’t like gamer girls 
but, aren’t you one? You’re a girl 
and you game so you have to be a 
gamer girl?” I am female and I am 
a gamer but those two happen to 
be one of the many characteristics 
of my personality and identity, not 
the only ones. 
 If I called myself a girl 
gamer it would turn the action of 
playing games while being a fe-
male into a role or an identity. And 
seeing as I already have too many 
on my plate, I think I’ll pass on 
this one and just continue focusing 
on what I should be focusing on; 
the game.

  You can’t expect to gain 
respect just because you are a 
girl who plays Modern Warfare 2 
instead of bejeweled or whatever 
games girls are “supposed” to 
play. I don’t need approval from 
anyone to be who I am and do 
what I love. 
 I don’t need to join an all 
girls clan or boards and while I 
like the idea of the support being 
there for those females who are 
finding it particularly hard, I’d 
much better like the idea of the 
support saying “Don’t worry 
about them, just do what you 
love.” 
 Yes I am a member of an 
all girls group on steam and a gay 
group on steam, but I’m also a 
member of a group dedicated to 
beating zombies with gas cans so 
one can imagine how seriously I 
take steam groups. 
 Though I must be honest, 
the thought of playing with other 
female players is a nice one, con-
sidering that 98% of my friends 
list is raging testosterone; The 
other 1.9% is female and .1% is 
gays, but I have to admit it’s hard 
to find female players online who 
take gaming in the same vein as I 
do.  
 Most have tons of guy 
friends, shun off other female 
players (I think it’s a territorial 
thing IDK,) or just downright 
don’t play as often or as hard as I 
do. I’m sure, I know for a fact ac-
tually, that there are other female 
gamers out there that feel the 
same way I do about this subject, 
but so far they are few and far in-
between. 
 Perhaps it’s because I 
don’t completely identify with 
my gender that it’s easier to 
implement the idea of a “gen-
derless gamer” or a gamer in 
which gender is not a factor (as it 
shouldn’t be). 
 

Perhaps it’s a lot more difficult for a 
gamer who identifies completely with 
being a woman to not push an overtly 
feminine persona into a gaming experi-
ence.  
 It seems to be thought that if 
you make a big deal about being a 
girl, so will the other people you are 
playing with. It gives the gamers, the 
same ones you are trying to “prove” 
or “change” the opportunity to make a 
judgment on you without even saying a 
word. 
 Would it not be easier to allow 
them to see you as just another gamer, 
assess your skill level and then every-
thing else comes after? 
 All in all I’m lucky that I have 
friends on my list who know I am a 
girl and know that it doesn’t really 
fucking matter. My best friend shares 
the same sentiments I do and while 
at times he can be an asshole he’s a 
pretty intelligent dude. I have had my 
share of asshats though. I once added a 
friend of a friend to my list and the first 
thing he said to me was “So how old 
are you? Are you single?” Yes I had a 
thirty minute “conversation” with him 
which ended in him taking me off his 
list. 

GENDER MATTERS

“YOU 
GOT 

OWNED 
BY A 

GIRL!”
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Life in the Fat Lane
by Steven Bowersox

Where the fuck was our Escalade?

 Not many people get to 
hear this part of my life, so count 
yourselves lucky. I never really 
talk about why I got fat in the 
first place.I have very strong po-
litical feelings, and if you aren't a 
liberal you may want to roll on to 
the next article now. 
 I was brought up by a 
single mother, my mom left my 
dad when I was two for the first 
time, we went back, left again 
when I was five, left again, went 
back again when I was seven, 
finally I saw him for the last time 
since I was eight.  
 My mom and dad had a 
complicated relationship, and 
he liked to work out there prob-
lems by beating the shit out of 
my mom and me. We had hard 
times, he was a raging alcoholic 
and spent every dime he had on 
alcohol. 
  spent days at a time on 
nothing but school lunches, and 
saltines. My mom didn’t know 
what to do, she tried but bringing 
food in was hard when you had

to choose between running water 
and electricity or groceries.
 We struggled for a while, 
it was hard, and she still apolo-
gizes for it today. We went on food 
stamps for the first time when I was 
eight, this is when the weight gain 
would begin. 
 I would hoard food not 
knowing when the next grocery 
trip was going to come, I would eat 
alone a lot. My mom had no idea 
why I was going up in clothes sizes 
so fast, she would exchange them 
at the thrift shop run by her church, 
and not really make a big deal out 
of it. 

 I had no real friends, I be-
came a friend of food. The potato 
chip bag never called me names 
or pointed out that I was wearing 
thrift store clothes. 
 Food became the father, 
mother, and friend that I didn’t 
have. When my grandmother 
passed on in nineteen eighty 
seven I was told not to show 
emotions, and not to cry. 
 I would hold onto this for 
most of my life and still deal with 
it today. I tell myself that I don’t 
deserve to have certain emotions, 
and when they try to rear their 
ugly head I shove them back 
down with more food.
 Food becomes this power-
ful thing, it makes you think, feel, 
act differently. Food makes you 
happy, sad, excited, depressed, 
and every other motion we can 
exude. 

“I had no real friends, 
I became a friend of 

food.”
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 So we come to the fork 
in the road, will we allow food to 
rule us or we will take the reign 
back over food? Will we make it 
our friend or our enemy? Will we 
choose to eat the peanut butter cup 
because it makes us happy or will 
we eat the salad because it makes 
us healthy? I for one have picked 
up the peanut butter cup more than 
once to soothe my own emotions.
 This column is about me 
and my life, and I think that to 
understand me you had to know this 
part of my life and why I have the 
relationship with food that I do. 
 Food has been the one thing 
that I haven’t mastered in my life. I 
put my mind to anything and I can 
accomplish it, I am a good student, 
I am a good son, I am a good friend, 
but I am not a good eater.
I can’t control this thing that is 
food. I have this connection with 
food that I’ve never made with any 
human being, because let’s face it 
the food can’t hurt us emotionally 
only physically.

 I titled this article 
"Where in the Fuck Was Our 
Escalade?" because of a face-
book group, one that said:

"I'm Tired of 
Going to Work 

While They 
Pick Up Their 

Welfare Checks 
in a Escalade."

 
 I feel like not many 
people understand life on wel-
fare. Those who  have been on 
the same welfare system I have 
don't drive in Escalades, I fully 
support the welfare system, and 
it is a system that helps many. 
 Before you judge 
anyone, go down to your local 
welfare office, take a number 
and look at what's going on 
around you. We are a nation 
of the meek and poor, but so 
many people want to blame the 
poor for the degeneration of 
this country, and it's simply not 
true. 
 This is what I ask of 
you, take some of your time 
and give it back to those in 
need, volunteer at a local food 
bank. Look at those who are 
going hungry every day, and 
please stop making assumptions 
that everyone who is receiv-
ing food stamps is cheating the 
system and driving Escalades.

“I spent 
days at a 
time on 
nothing 

but school 
lunches, 

and 
saltines.”

Life in the Fat Lane



COLLEGEThe

SURVIVAL
GUIDE

by Amber Noelle
Part 2

 In last month’s article I be-
gan this guide on how to “survive” 
college. I got a lot of positive, and 
negative, feedback and a few folks 
eager to find out what I say about 
today’s topic. 
 It’s no secret that college is 
filled with many opputrunities to 
better yourself and prepare your-
self for the reald world. It’s also no 
secret that college has a lot of op-
purtunites that come with unspoken 
responsibilites.
 In my college days I didn’t 
do much, if at all, of the things 
we will talk about today but I had 
friends who did A LOT of each of 
the three things. Some only did 
one, some did all three, either way 
I know first hand the effects of not 
being responsible and understanding 
the conesequences of behaviors and 
acitivies we often find on college 
campuses.
 I’m not here to lecture you 
about the moral implications of 
using drugs or having sex. I’m not 
here to tell you that you’re going to 
hell or that you’re going to end up a 
bum or a prostitute. What I am here 
to tell you is that these three topics 
cannot be taken lightly. Walking into 
college without a full understanding 
could be devesating to your health 
and your future. That being said, 
Let’s get right into business.

1: ALCOHOL
I start with alcohol because it’s the more prevalent of drugs, yes 

alcohol isa drug, on any given college campus. I seperated it from the 
discussino about drugs because while Alcohol is a drug, it’s legal and its 
readily available to both underage and of age students.

College is notorious for underage drinking. I have my own political 
views on what the age of consent and the age of drinking should be, but 
we’ll forgo that for now.

Alcohol is a depressant, it slows down your reaction time, it impairs 
your motor function and judgement in addition to balance. Under no cir-
cumstances should you drive while under the influence of any inhibitor 
like hardcore drugs or marijuana. It is unacceptable.

There is nothing wrong, if you are of legal age, with a few drinks 
here and there but when it becomes a every night thing you run the risk 
of become an alcoholic or engaging in behaviors that you wouldn’t 
normally do while sober.

I had a friend in college who was very close, in my eyes, to becom-
ing an alcoholic. She didn’t drink every day, but when she did drink she 
did it for days at a time. Binge drinking is defined as drinking alcoholic 
beverages with the primary intention of becoming intoxicated by the 
heavy ingestion of alcohol over a short period of time. 

Binge drinking has serious health effects and can lead to very seri-
ous consequences. For my female readers, binge drinking and being 
drunk in the wrong places can lead to sexual assault or even engaging in 
sexual activites you wouldn’t while not inebriated. Being drunk all the 
time can also have an effect on your relationships and school work.

If you are going to drink alcohol there are a few rules you should 
follow as both male and female, however since females seem to be a 
greater target for obvious reasons, I will directly address females:

1) Be aware of your drink at all times. Never leave your 
drink unattended and never accept open drinks from anyone even if the 
drinks are free. In nearly 50% of rapes, both the victim and rapist had 
been drinking. In Seventeen percent, only the rapist was and in seven 
percernt only the victim was. Rapes occure more by people you know 
than strangers. So just because a person is your friend doesn’t mean 
you should accept open drinks from them unless you have a sober and 
trusted individual around you who will be taking care of your for the 
evening.

*
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by Amber Noelle

Having a drink every once in a while is okay. Drinking socially 
and not to get “wasted” or “hammered” is a responsible way to 
handle alcohol. If i said, “Just don’t drink.” that would be very il-
logical request on my part. 

Being the person that is constantly drunk and constantly talking 
about how drunk they are going to get is not cool. Let’s face it, It’s 
not an attractive thing. But at the same time no one really wants 
to invite the guy to the party who shows up and says “Oh, I don’t 
drink. Do you have water?”

As with anything you have to find a good balance, but for start-
ers just don’t do it. Focus on your work and if you get invited to a 
party, go. Don’t feel pressured to drink anything and if you have 
to drive home or drive someone else home, don’t drink period. Do 
you think that same person that offered you that drink is going to 
bail you out of jail for D.U.I? Or even care if you hit someone on 
the way home and get charged? Probably not.

The things   I will put beneath the “drug” umbrella include hard 
drugs like cocain, heroin, crack, smack... whatver you want to call 
it. You know what it is and you shouldn’t do it: point blank.

These things are highly addictve and very unhealthy and there 
is absolutely no exucse for using them. I’ve known two people 
in my college career who have done cocaine. One has done more 
than cocaine and still stands to tell the story, though they’d rather 
not. We aren’t in the 60s, the whole drug experimental phase is 
cool to a certain extent.

Drugs like marijuana and ecstacy are on the lighter side of 
drugs and while they may not be as serious as heroin first hand, 
they can be laced with some pretty dangerous things. Household 
cleaners, rat poison, fecal matter...you name it. Bottom line, any-
thing other than marijuana in my opinion should not be touched. 
There is absolutely no justification for becoming a heroin addict. 
You deserve more than that and to put yourself through that will-
ingly is irresponsible. If you find yourself in a situation, like for 
example: a party, where hardcore drug usage like this is going on: 
LEAVE.

Being around that environment is not good for you if you are 
especially curious or easily convinced, not to mention that cops 
are often called to campus parties because of noise and suspicion 
of under age drinking. If you are caught there with drugs, whether 
your partake or not, you will be arrested, no questions asked.

I didn’t include marijuana because I don’t really consider it a 
risk. You shouldn’t be doing ANY drugs, but marijuana is the least 
of my worries. It’s less harmful than alcohol and while it may 
cause memory loss after long term use, it’s pretty harmless. That 
being said, you know what is right and what is wrong. I shouldn’t 
have to tell you that. Drugs are bad mmkay? Don’t do them.

2: drugs

MARIJUANA

Also referred to as “Cannabis.”

Cannabis can :
   *increase perception of colour, 
sound, smell and taste.
    * make users feel happy, relaxed, 
and less inhibited.
    * It may alter perception of time 
and space, often causing the user to 
think they are experiencing pro-
found ideas or insights.
    * It often increases the appetite, 
leading to a craving for chocolate or 
junk food (this is known as getting 
the ‘munchies’).
     *Is responsible for creating 
movie ideas like “Dude, Where’s my 
car,” and “Avatar.”

Cannabis is known to decreases 
coordination and balance in some 
users making it dangerous for them 
to operate machinery or drive.

Other common immediate effects 
include increased heart rate, fatigue 
and reddened eyes. It may also 
increase suspeptability to eating an 
entire box of pizza while watching 
“Legally Blonde” for the fifth time 
in a row and still finding it funny.



its little shit-piles in the litter box. Oh, and 
that important task your coworker was 
supposed to finish by the end of the day? 
He needs an extension—he was writing 
a blog about the inspiration behind the 
brand names of chewing gum. 
 Do you see where I’m going with 
this? We are entirely too preoccupied by 
stupid fucking shit. We don’t want to do 
anything, we don’t seem to have any am-
bition, and all we’re interested in is trying 
to become the next internet sensa tion for 
dressing up like Lady Gaga and humping 
a pillow in front of a webcam for twenty 
minutes.
 Now that I’m done with my rant, 
let me clarify: no, I don’t think what I’ve 
written applies to everyone. There are cer-
tainly still some movers and shakers out 
there. There are certainly young, ambi-
tious people who want to actually change 
the world and not simply become a spec-
tacle or wait until they’re forty-eight to 
decide what they want to do with their 
lives. All I’m saying is, this is our culture 
now. This is what people think of when 
they think of our generation. 
 So my question is, in a world 
where everybody is simply the “next” or 
“new” somebody else, can anybody in 
Generation Y stand out, break through, 
and really become an innovative doer? 
Can the kids today stop downloading apps 
for their iPhones long enough to make 
some kind of difference in the world? Can 
we be more active than just joining Face-
book groups about supporting anything 
from gay marriage to getting a pothole 
repaired on our street? Can we actually 
do something to fix that pothole or allow 
people their human rights?
I hope people will remember this genera-
tion for being more than a bunch of indif-
ferent hipsters with awesome gadgets; I 
hope Generation Y breaks some ground.
And I’m going to be the first to get this 
ball rolling. Right after I check my email 
again…

Oh Boy, this is a big subject so i needed more than just a 
tiny box for this one. Out of all the issues people have when 
they go to college sex is the most important,and the one I 
think parents most worry about. When you’re at home with 
your parents it’s hard to get away from them to get in a good 
shag, but when you’re off to college you’re ALWAYS away 
from them.

Sex is just like any other thing, if you are going to do it 
be responsible. Protect yourself and have respect for your 
partner. Sex is not a neccesity, but it is nice when you are 
with someone you care about. If you don’t believe in sex 
before marriage, or casual sex, that’s fine. I dont personally 
believe in casual sex either, but still take steps to protect 
yourself both for the act and for anything that might happen 
as a result of said act.

Educating yourself is the biggest point I hope to leave you 
with today. Know how to properly use and wear a condom. 
Know how to prevent pregnancies and ways you can com-
bine different types of contraceptive to get the best protec-
tion you can. You need to know how to have proper safe sex 
the same way you need to know the partner you are having 
it with. At least to the extent of knowing whether or not they 
are clean and whether or not they are on birth control or have 
a history of fathering children.

Sex is not the answer to all problems. You’ll hear alot of 
people say, “Oh i’ll be fine, i just need to get laid.” Don’t use 
sex as a cure all to the stress and mental challenges you will 
face. It may be fine for a short period but then the problems 
come right back. Deal with your issues in a proper way.

Sex should never be used as a weapon and you should 
never force yourself on another individual.

Speaking of forcing, if you are going to have sex in your 
dorm room or apartment with other people living there, be 
considerate. Don’t be obscenly loud, don’t do it the night be-
fore finals (though I commend you on the stress relief idea) 
and don’t leave your used condoms on the bathroom floor.

If you are going to have sex try not to have it while drunk 
unless you are with a partner and you both plan to drink so 
that you can have drunk sex. I say this because you should 
never regret sex, unless you want those memories to tell your 
children.

Don’t be afraid to experiment in safe, clean environment 
with someone you trust, but if you chose to abstain from sex 
that’s fine too. Just make sure you are doing it for yourself 
and not because your parents tell you to. Studies show those 
who pledge abstinence, while they hold off longer on aver-
age, are less likely to use condoms when the moment does 
arrive. Why? If you dont plan on having sex,  Why do you 
need to be educated about it? Why do you need condoms? 
Because it’s about your health not your morals. Don’t put 
yourself at risk by not knowing the risks.

2: SEX
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Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Genital Warts

A sexually transmitted infec-
tion (STI) caused by the Human 
Papilloma Virus (HPV) that 
causes small, painless bumps 
around and in the genitals, anus 
and/or mouth.

Chlamydia

The most common STI in the 
USA and is caused by bacteria 
that often has no symptoms.  
When symptoms so occur, they 
include burning during urina-
tion It is also the leading cause of 
preventable infertility in women.  
Thankfully, because it is a bacteri-
al infection, it can be cured easily 
with antibiotics.

Gonorrhea

A  STI caused by bacteria. 
Symptoms include a discharge 
but many will show no symp-
toms. Gonorrhea can be treated 
and cured with antibiotics. Also 
referred to as “the clap” or  “the 
drip.”

HIV

The human immunodeficiency 
virus causes AIDS (acquired im-
munodeficiency syndrome).  The 
virus weakens a person’s immune 
system so that they can’t fight 
off everyday infections.  HIV is 
transmitted from exposure to an 
infected person’s blood, semen, 
vaginal fluids or breast milk.

DO’S AND DONT’S OF SAFE SEX:
DO:
    1)Practice safe sex with every partner every time.  Just because 
you have a steady boyfriend or girlfriend doesn’t mean you no longer 
have the risk of catching STD’s. College relationships aren’t exactly 
perfect and things happen. Your partner may have unprotected sex 
with another individual on accident while drunk or in the heat of the 
moment  and decide to not tell you for fear of being dumped. You 
having unprotected sex with them will expose you to whatever they 
have contracted, if they have contracted something.

    2) Get tested regularly, and ask your partner to do the same. 
Even if you are wearing condoms everytime and using dental dams 
everytime, it’s nice to know that you and your partner are both clean. 
STD’s can be spread by skin to skin contact, not neccesarily inter-
course. Both warts and herpes can be found on places other than the 
genitalia, like the mouth.

  3) Educate yourself on STDs. What they are, how many 
of them there are, how they are transmitted, and which acitvities are 
low-risk and which are high-risk are all peices of information you 
should gather to make better informed decisions about how to protect 
your sexual health. 

DON’T:
    1) Be promiscous. This isn’t a moral issue, I could care less how 
many partners you’ve had. The issue here is that the more partners 
you have the greater your chances of getting an STD. Am I saying, 
the more ppl you have sex with the more STD’s you will catch? No, 
I’m just saying that if you eat alot of donuts and don’t excercise, 
eventually you’re gonna get fat.
 
    2) Withold your positive status from your partner. If you have 
an STD, let your partner know. The relationship can last if one party 
has an STD so don’t worry about that. Witholding this kind of infor-
mation is both irresponsible and detrimental to both your health and 
theirs. Be honest and let your partner know, even if you’ve since been 
treated. If you have it, they might have it as well and not even know 
it.

 In the end, you know what you should do. You know the kind of 
things people have been telling you about sex, drugs and alcohol and wheth-
er or not they are true or made up to convince you to avoid them. 
 All of these things come with being an adult and you need to navi-
gate your way around them. 
 Drugs are bad, Alcohol is okay in moderation and sex is good with 
people you care about who also care about your health and sanity. Protect 
yourself, be responsible, get what you came to college for done and you’ll 
be okay. 
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WRITER’S CORNER

SIN
By Jasmine Turner

O cry the

                                                     envious moon
to the bright morning sun.

Do weep,
  
          O river,

in spite of the great ocean tide.

Please blow,

                                                     thou winter wind,

to bite the hide  of those who from

Desolation run.



FAGGING it UPMy name is Steve and I live in po-dunk southern Illinois, 
not the gay center of the universe exactly, but alas I am 
a gay man. This article will be a place to find reviews of 
gay movies, music, and life. By Steve Bowersox

          It is my distinct hoor to write a review of this                                                                              
particular movie as my second column in this 
magazine. Matthew Shepard is the focus of this 
story, but not so much just Matthew, but the whole 
city of Laramie, Wyoming. 
          This movie was released in two thousand 
and two, and is based on a play. The playwrights 
who wrote the Laramie Project went to Laramie 
to interview the townspeople after the brutal at-
tack on Matthew. Matthew was a small guy (a 
twink) who was brutally attacked by two men 
who claimed that Matthew hit on them, and they 
used this story to create the gay panic defense. It's 
interesting that after the year two thousand anyone 
could make use of this horrible defense. 
           The playwrights who visited this town for 
these interviews include several gay men and les-
bian. This had to be incredibly hard and emotional 
for them to handle. 
           In the movie we are taken to the place 
where Matthew was found, and I have to say this 
was incredibly hard for me to watch, and in fact 
brought tears to my eyes. The man who found him, 
didn’t visit that area normally, and thought that he 
was a scarecrow. They then go on to show us the 
media storm that descended onto this small town. 
We hear from an openly gay woman who is a 
teacher at the High School as well as some clos-
eted men who still lived in Laramie.

 After this we hear some of the court proceedings with details of what actually happened, and then we hear 
from the first responder. Matthew was HIV positive, and this again posed some strong emotions for those involved, 
especially since her hands were covered in his blood. She had to go through the fear of the testing process. Not only 
Matthew was affected by this brutal beating, many people suffered because of the evil attack. Those who suffered 
along with Matthew include: the sheriff who found him, Matthew’s family and friends,  the boys who beat him and 
killed him, and even the people of the town were greatly impacted by this beating. 
 The funeral was protested by Fred Phelps and the Westboro Baptist Church, a hateful, evil group who works 
in the name of “God.” They were stopped though, Matthew’s best friend,  a lesbian who planned to block out the 
WBC (Westboro Baptist Church) and she did it successfully. She made wings that were high enough to block out 
the hate speech of these bitter evil people.
 The boys who committed the crime were both found guilty, and sentenced to jail terms. This story is one 
that is truly moving and one that needed to be told. Matthew Shepard gave his life, but his brutal death would help 
many with the passage of the Matthew Shepard Hate Crimes Prevention Act. I encourage you to watch this movie. 
Whether you are gay, straight, bi, or unsure this is something that will move you and affect your perspective on hate 
crimes.
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The Matthew Shepard Act
 This act was signed into law in October 
2009 by President Barack Obama. It expands 
the hate crimes act of 1969 to protect those who 
have a crimes committed against them based on 
their gender, sexuality, or perceived sexuality, or 
disability. 
 Matthew's killers were not charged with 
hate crimes because these laws didn't exist when 
the murder was committed. After Matthew's 
murder it was reported that many young people 
went back into the closet for fear of being target-
ed for crimes, while still others marched proudly 
in some of the biggest cities in the world crying 
for the rights of Matthew, and for justice to be 
served to his killers. According to Wikipedia, 
seventeen percent of hate crimes happen against 
homosexuals or perceived homosexuals. Wiki-
pedia also says this about the act:

 "The Act was supported by thirty-one state Attorneys General and over 210 national 
law enforcement, professional, education, civil rights, religious, and civic organizations, 
including the AFL-CIO, the American Medical Association, the American Psychological 
Association, and the NAACP.  A November 2001 poll indicated that 73% of Americans 
were in favor of hate-crime legislation covering sexual orientation."

 While the act did receive 
opposition from James Dobson... 
author of Focus on the Family it 
did eventually pass. The bill was 
introduced in two thousand one, 
and after eight years in congress 
it was finally passed by the 111th 
congress. 
 The law not only extends 
the act of nineteen sixty nine "it 
also removes the prerequisite that 
the victim be engaging in a feder-
ally-protected activity, like voting 
or going to school; gives federal 
authorities greater ability to en-
gage in hate crimes investigations 
that local authorities choose not 
to pursue; provides five million 
dollars per year in funding for 
fiscal years two thousand and ten 
through two thousand and twelve 
to help state and local agencies 
pay for 

investigating and prosecuting 
hate crimes; requires the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
to track statistics on hate crimes 
against transgender people (sta-
tistics for the other groups are 
already tracked).” according to 
Wikipedia.
 While Matthew suffered a 
tragic death, in the end his life and 
death served a purpose. Those of 
us who were never lucky enough 
to know Matthew still miss him, 
but my thoughts go to his loved 
ones, because no matter the 
number of years that pass, he will 
always be missed.

Visit 

http://www.matthewshepard.org

to learn more about his story and 

how you can help educate each 

other for the future of LGBT 

individuals everywhere.



A critique of film and television by Josh K. Lavender

the WIDE angle

5 STARS: Legendary

4 STARS:  A Must-See

3 STARS: Good, Bathroom Breaks Okay

2 STARS: I can't hate it only because  of that 

one actress/actor, or scene, etc...

 ONE STAR: Oh, shit 

THE NEW STAR GUIDE: 
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“KICK ASS”
director: Matthew Vaughn                             written by: Matthew Vaughn &   Jane Goldman 

Starring: Nicholas Cage, Aaron Johnson, Chloe Moretz,  Christopher Mintz-Plasse, Mark Strong. 

based on the comic series by: Mark Millar &  John S. Romita Jr.

Rated R for strong brutal violence throughout, pervasive  language, 
sexual content, nudity and some drug use - some  involving children.

So a couple days ago I finally traversed to the near-
est  cinema for the first time in 2010. I can't believe 
that I don't actually remember the last thing I saw 
in 2009.I saw Star Trek nine times and I saw In-
glourious Basterds  nine times in May and August 
respectfully, but what's odd  is that nothing really 
jumped out at the end of the year  and made an 
impression. I had hoped 2010 would bring a  fresh 
new array of films from various genres that I could  
get excited about. Well, it wasn't too long into the 
year that I discovered an "official trailer" for a 
movie  called "Kick-Ass". What? Seriously?! This 
what the  movie's named? 

Hell, yeah.
 

So when I clicked on this YouTube video, it began 
to play  a low quality (360p, I think) scene where 
Nicholas Cage is talking to his character’s 11-ish 
year old daughter (actress and Atlanta, Georgia 
native Chloe Moretz) about not being afraid of 
getting shot because bullets don’t  hurt much more 
than a “punch in the chest”. Then he  fucking 
shoots her. I was shocked at how dark the humor  
of the movie came off. I had to check out the real  
trailer, so I did. Then, I had been introduced to the  
world of “Kick-Ass”, a genre-bending superhero 
tale of  heroes that weren’t that super. 

Hell, nah. I can’t believe this trailer. 

By the way, the girl’s wearing Kevlar of sorts, so 
don’t  go thinking it’s that horrific. Now, there are 
only three  things that I think I need to address, in 
brevity.

THE WIDE ANGLE

1. So I've heard that a lot of people are upset by the 
uproarous amount of violence in the film. Without 
spoiling any of the scenes for those who haven't 
seen the  film yet, let me just say that the violence 
in this comic book fable is...comic. The violence 
is souped up. It is  way over the top. But in my 
opinion, it's no more over the top than, say, Wile E. 
Coyote plummeting off of a cliff to "certain doom". 
Seriously, haven't we learned  
by now to not take this issue so seriously? 

2. Now this might sound ignorant, having not been 
previed  to the comic series, but I had no idea that 
the teal "super costume" that Kick-Ass wears is a 
freakin' scuba suit with no mask! Are the batons...
holstered where the  oxygen tanks are supposed to 
go? I don't know. This, for  
some reason, is the funniest thing in the movie to 
me. 

3. Finally, I have to say that this was a very sati-
fying  film to watch.  I'm sure it's not in talks for 
Academy  nominations, but it's definately a thrill 
ride worth experiencing. It's funny, it's dark, it's sur-
prisingly moving, and I think that this bold new take 
on the genre kicks ass. 

VERDICT

4 STARS:  A Must-See



 écoute!
Music you might love

Urbangermany

Jenny Grozdich

Spookyman89
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Sounds like: Usher if he lived in Germany and played guitar. (no German 
accent included)

Mood: Mellow and very relaxing.

Comments: He has a voice that can help put you in a relaxed state of mind. I 
prefer his original songs but he has covers that are good as well. It’s not hard to 
realize why he has so many fan girls on his page.

Find them at: http://www.youtube.com/urbangermany
                       http://www.myspace.com/urbangermany

Sounds like: Nelly Furtado without the reggae flavor. It’s 
in the high octaves most of the time.

Mood: Semi-bubbly, you can’t help but get lost in her lyrics.

Comments: I love this girl’s music, with its simple back-
ground and well thought out lyrics that you can relate to. 
“La la la” is my personal favorite but on her myspace page it 
seems that most like “Skins of Sins”. Either way, she’s very 
talented.

Find them at: http://www.myspace.com/listentojenny
                   http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/grozdich

Sounds like: An extremely talented guy on piano (his no sing-
ing is made up by how good he is at the piano)

Mood: His stuff ranges from relaxing to happy and bubbly to 
mellow, it just depends on what you are in the mood for.

Comments: I know that piano music isn’t everyone’s favorite 
but I think hes extremely talented. I love his improvisations. The 
improvs he does with Zelda themed music is awesome, but I 
probably like them so much because I am a Zelda freak.

Find them at: http://www.youtube.com/spookyman89
                      http://www.blogtv.com/people/spookyman89

by Catalina Gonzales



Matthew Woolfrey

Les danter

Sir_Ian

Sounds Like
L to R: Usher, Nelly Furtado, The 
Verve Pipe

Sounds like: He kind of reminds me of Verve Pipe, but that 
just might be a weird connection in my own mind.

Mood: He did a cover of “Hey Jealousy” and made it into a 
smooth easy listening piece, he is very pleasant to the ears.

Comments: I was shown this guy by one of my friends. My 
favorite is his original “Crayons”. 

Find them at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/matthewwoolfrey

Sounds like: A guy that is doing this for fun. 

Mood: Bouncy and up beat, if you are into that sort of 
thing.

Comments: He seems to use the same guitar chords and 
strumming techniques when he is playing but its made up 
by his cute personality, he just seems so friendly.

Find them at:
  http://www.youtube.com/lesdanterlpd

Sounds like: A talented guy passionate about music and 
playing guitar.

Mood: The music that comes out his guitar reflects how he 
is feeling. It makes me happy but I’m a sucker for a guitar 
player.

Comments: He doesn’t sing, however, he is a song writer 
and an excellent guitar player. He mostly does covers on his 
youtube channel, but if you want to listen to some of his origi-
nal stuff, its best if you catch him on blogtv.

Find them at: http://www.youtube.com/sirchristianmusic
                      http://www.blogtv.com/people/sir_ian
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